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Acoustical problems in your office?
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Improve clarity with HATCH acoustical canopies.
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Acoustical Canopy

150 sabins

NRC .75

Custom Design

INDUSTRIOUS - coworking space
Chicago, Illinois
The Hatch system offers the ability to create a
variety of designs and varying depths to provide
a highly individualized look and feel for any
experience. In spite of their truly unique design
capabilities, and complex look, this system is
installed easily and allows for ceiling accessibility
if required. Hatch is the perfect complement to
any space and comes in a variety of attractive
shapes and configurations, including.... rounded
rectangles and squares ranging from 4’x4’ to 9‘x12’
and beyond. Additionally, there is no trim that appears
like other systems, its seamless thanks to innovative
design construction and cutting.

Above: canopy is wrapped
around ductwork and columns

Above: isometric 1

Above: isometric 1

Nesting Canopy

51 sabins

NRC .75

8’x 8’ and custom applications

COALITION - coworking space
Chicago, Illinois
The Hatch system offers the ability to create a
variety of designs and varying depths to provide
a highly individualized look and feel for any
experience. In spite of their truly unique design
capabilities, and complex look, this system is
installed easily and allows for ceiling accessibility
if required. Hatch is the perfect complement to
any space and comes in a variety of attractive
shapes and configurations, including.... rounded
rectangles and squares ranging from 4’x4’ to 9‘x12’
and beyond. Additionally, there is no trim that appears
like other systems, its seamless thanks to innovative
design construction and cutting.

Above: canopy nests along
the perimeter of the office

Hatch Canopies

33 sabins

NRC .75

4’ x 8’ | 4’x12’
As workplaces become more collaborative, open, and accepting of
multiple work styles, controlling sound and minimizing distractions
becomes essential. The Hatch Series of Acoustical Canopies was
developed as a tool for carving out acoustical space in the office.

6 Variations

Interior Designer Benefits At A Glance
+ Versatile appearance in interior office applications
+ Vivid three-dimensional visual affect
+ Adds comfort and security to open spaces
+ A smart collection of colors and product options to customize your space
Architect Benefits At A Glance

4’x8’x7”

+ Sound absorption and Privacy with endless creative options
+ The use of only one material eliminates the need for assembly drawings
+ Waffle construction method allows up-to-code sprinkler penetration, 		
eliminating costly plumbing revisions and permitting hassles
+ Precision cut to fit your customized compact space
Project Manager/Facilities Manager Benefits At A Glance
+ Ease of installation and implementation
+ Minimal maintenance and care
+ Logistically Compact - eco-friendly flat packaging
Environmental Designer Benefits At A Glance
+ Alternative visual way finding system
+ Sustainable material fused with design-friendly application
+ Creates a halo effect for small groups or 1 to1 unique experience for 		
collaborative spaces

4’x12’x7”

